
Bulletenergt
sectionoldensity and momentum for hunters
by Steve Hurt

here are lots offunny and

quirky'proverbs' that attempt

to describe the many chal-

lenges of putting theory into

practice. My favourite runs along the line

that'in theory theory and practice are

one and the same thing; but in practice,

they never are'.

To start a conversation discussing

bullet energy, sectional density and

momentum in any meaningful way as

applied to hunting, we need to know

what these terms actually mean and

their relationship with one anothen

before we can understand their impor-
tance and in{luence for humane hunt-

ing outcomes. For example, when we
describe any three-dimensional object at

the most basic level, we must include if
nothing else, at least the length, breadth

and depth ofthe object. To use only

one-dimensional measurements does

not tell us anything about the object at

all. So it is with the qualities we need to
understand about the bullets we use for
hunting.

For hunters evaluating the appropriate

application of any particular bullet, we
should at least know the bullet's energy,

sectional density and momentum, Bullet

structure and application are also impor-

tant, but for the purpose of understand-

ing the basic principles first, we shall look

at bullet strudure a little later.

ln dry scientific terms, 'energy' is the
weight of the bullet in grains muttiplied

by the square of the muzzle velocity in
feet per second (fp$. lt might surprise

the average hunter to find that for any

cartridge - let's take the .308 Winchester
for example - muzzle energy does

not vary a great deal, regardless ofthe
weight of the bullet. See the accompa-

nying table as an example.

fhesc Ubodlclgh .375-collbrs 270-groln rourd-
nce hdlelr dld not fore ro well. ftovelllng loo
loct fo? lh.lr dcslgn paEmctatr, thcy rhed too
rmrlr oil lhelr moss. Avcrcge welglrr trrcnrlm
vroa 5:, per cenl, with onc nc low os 37 pei ccil.
thb tr grecr for plgs, bur not recommended tor
buttoloe3" fhe slower, hcovlcr 3OO- or 350-grolr
round-noec loods would bc o bcttnr cholce.

The commonly held belief is that

to guarantee humane destruction of a

medium game animalthe size of a pig,

goat or correspondingly-bulked deer up

to and including reds, an energy level of
around 1000 ft-lb or greater is required

at impact (not at the muzzle). This para-

digm usually goes on to say that for heavy

game such as buffaloes and most of the

hefty African species, a minimum impact

energy nting of 4ffi0 ft-lb is required

Dcaplrc rhe dbrodon In posl-lmpocl shopc,
thctc Woodlelgh rl 6.co!lbr€ al0.grcln
bullcls molnlolncd on averoge ol E9 p6r ccnt
oI rhclr orlglnol *olglrr rfrh lhrh vnrlotlon.
FerGormoncc vvos emphofic ond nlioble on
wtcr-hullol,oer.
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to be reliably effective. While there is

substance to this view how this energy is

delivered is every bit, if not more impor-

tant, to successful outcomes.

Sectional density (SD) is mathemati-

cally defined as the weight of the bullet

in pounds (lb), divided by the square of
its diameter in inches ("). This calcula-

tion will produce a figure between 0 and

I , to three decimal places. The unit of
measure is pounds per square inch (psi).

For the non-mathematicians, all this

does is provide a definitive scale to what
most hunters instinctively know, which is

that heavier bullets are harder to pull up
and penetrate more deeply than lighter

bullets in the same calibre. This assumes

that the bullets are similarly constructed,
which is fairly unlikely.

Lit's take another look at the .308
Winchester. Clearly, despite the similar
energy ratings, the SD values in this
,308 \Mn example are quite diferent.
While the numbers do not define how
the bullet will perform in isolation, it is

reasonable to expect significantly greater

levels of penetration from bullets at the
heavier end. This is a matter of little
relevance to small game hunters, but
the importance of SD rises rapidly as the
mass of the target species increases.

Again, the conventionalwisdom is that
for medium game, an SD above 0.200 is

required to ensure reliable performance,

with anything above 0.300 being unnec-
essary and often resulting in over-pen-
etration and reduced energy transfer on
impact. SDs above 0.300 are required
for heavy game, if we are to expect reli-
able results. lt is important to remember
that these are simple guidelines, as are

the energy guideline'recommendations'.
These too will be re-examined as we
explore this subject further.

Momentum (simple momentum) is a

quantity of motion and is related directly
to inertia (resistance to change). This is

the mass of the bullet muhiplied by the
bullet's velocity and expressed math-
ematically as the weight of the bullet
in grains muhiplied by the velocity in

fps, divided by 7000 (there are 7000

Not one of dregc nery-gena.dlon Gopper
hollow-polnr.308-collbrc !5*.groln bufieB
rclghed lasg thon IGI grulns (99+ per csnt
rGlention) when recovered lrom wel sond ond
cleoned up. Fenctrctlon overogcd 300mm ln
lhis medlum. E:ponsion erGGcrdcd IOO per cenl
ln qll coscs. h wouU bc reosonoble to expctr
good perlormonce on blg boors ond lorger deer
such or rombor stogs,

grains to a pound avoirdupois). Notice
in the .308 Wn example that there is a

point of diminishing retum here. Going
from a I l0-grain bullet at 3200fps to a

15O-grain bullet at 2800fps produces an

increase in momentum of 20 per cent.

Going from 150 grains at 2800fps to a
bullet of I B0 grains in weight travelling at
2500fps increases the momentum value

by only 6.7 per cent.

So what does all this mean to a

hunter? The biggest problem with all

this theory is that at no point does it

Woodhlgh .470-c{illbrc 480-gruln sollds ond
soff-poinf oll molnlolncd 95+ per ccnt on Cope
hrtfolDct. Pcr{ormanrc soo otHondlng. fhe
9.3mm (2E6-groinl, for rlghf, rvos recovlrcd
frorn wet sond snd wcighc 28t groins (98 per
cenl). This rvould certulnly lnspire confdenie 6or
hunflng lorger gome.
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attempt to describe what takes place at
or post-impact. Much of the conven-
tional wisdom stems from experience
with conventional jacketed, lead-core
bullets, which were reasonably homog-
enous in performance for around 100
years. This made forecasting bullet
performance reasonably predictable in
observance, if not scientific quantifica-
tion. Bullet designs, materials, technol-
ogy and legislation have moved on
considerably in recent times, with much
more focused and tailored performance
now available.

The trouble is two-fold. Firtly, those
without practical experience look at
the raw numbers as published by one
manufrcturer or another, and tend to
apply the general principle of 'more
is better'to one parameter (usually
energy), without understanding its rela-
tionship with the other qualities. More is

not always better. The second is that all
these figures are based on pre-impact
data, which is a lot easier to guantifi
than post-impact.

Take, for instance, sectional density.
The diameter of a bullet is easy to
determine pre-firing. A bullet that has
expanded to double calibre and retained
all its weight at impact is dfficuh enough
to quantify in such terms - the only
certainty here is that the SD has been
reduced significantly. But a bullet that
expands to double calibre and sheds
significant mass on impact is extremely
challenging to quantifr. The resuft (often
a very poor one) is only valid for that
particular occurence. This explains why
the simple approach is usually taken, but
essentially flawed, unless the bullet is

a full metaljacket or monometal solid.

It makes life easy for marketers, but of
questionable value to hunters.

ln another example, let's take a look
at how the energy is delivered. &ain,
viewing the .308 \Mn, a 1S0-grain bullet
with a ballistic coefficient of 0.3 l0 trav-
elling at 2800fps produces 26 t2 ft-tb
of energy at the muzzle. lf we assume
that the target animal was impacted
at 200m, we have an impact energy
rating of 1670 ft-lb, which, by our rule
of thumb, is more than adequate for
humanely killing.a pig.

lf we assume that the projectile
expanded to double calibre, retained all
its weight and penetrated on an angling
shot all the way to and stopping just
under the skin on the opposite side,
the resuh is as close as is possible to be,
I 00 per cent energy transfer.

lf, on the other hand, the bullet was
a military-style full metal jacket that
didn't tumble, but rather zipped straight
through, the energy transfer would not
be complete, and indeed significantly
discounted - probably discounted to the
point that the energy transfer has fallen
below our required threshold. Clearly,
it would be better to have 100 per cent
energy transfer of a bullet delivering
1000 ft-lb of energy, to a bullet transfer-
ring 40 per cent of 1200 ft-lb, resulting
in a 480 ft-lb detivery.

Conversely, a frangible bullet that
delivers all its energy, but lack sufficient
SD or momentum to reach the vital
area where the transfer of that energy
can do its job, is equally discounted and
even harder to quantiry. Resutts are
much less likely to be satisfactory.

fhe take-home message for medium
and large game hunters in all of these

deliberations can be summarised gene
ally as follows:
. Medium game: A bullet whh an

energy rating of l@0 ft-lb at impao
(not the muzzle) and an SD of
0.200+ can be reasonably relied
upon to humanely harvest any
medium game animal, provided the
bullet can routinely produce double
calibre (or thereabout) expansion
and retain 90 per cent or more of it
mass. This normally means expand-
ing (not fragmenting), core-bonded
or monometal projectiles. Anything
shy of this should be considered a

small game or varminting bullet.
. Large and dangerous game: A bullet

with an energy rating of 4000 ftJb
at impact (not the muzzle) and an
SD of 0,3@+ is considered the
minimum benchmark. For very heav
game such as buflbloes and largeri

the highest level of momentum the
shooter can handle is also preferred.
Bullet weight retention needs to be
gonsistently in the 90* per cent
range, again from the expanding
core-bonded or monometal product
range. Solids are a sensible back-up
plan.

. Stepping up from 90 per cent mass
retention, the closer to 100 per
cent a bullet can consistently main-
tain post-impact weight, while still
producing double expansion, and a
similar reduction in SD will achieve
roughly equivalent results.

Any hunter: experienced or just start-
ing out, who keeps to these general
guidelines will give themselves the
greatest likelihood of best bullet perfor_
mance and humane hunting success. r
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